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LOWEST PRICE

                    



  
    Color

    Color
        Beige

        Blue

        Orange






  
    Size

    Size
        140 inch (340lbs)

        170 inch  (392lbs)








                    
                    

                    
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            In stock 10-30 business days delivery
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                            Is there an elevator？
                          

                          
                            
                            Basic White Glove Delivery / $169
4th Floor White Glove Delivery / $219
5th Floor White Glove Delivery / $269
6th Floor White Glove Delivery / $319
7th Floor White Glove Delivery / $369
8th Floor White Glove Delivery / $419
9th Floor White Glove Delivery / $469
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                          25Home Offers FREE SHIPPING On Every Order
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          Beige / 140 inch (340lbs) - $2,450.00 USD
        

          Beige / 170 inch  (392lbs) - $2,950.00 USD
        

          Blue / 140 inch (340lbs) - $3,001.00 USD
        

          Blue / 170 inch  (392lbs) - $3,426.00 USD
        

          Orange / 140 inch (340lbs) - $3,001.00 USD
        

          Orange / 170 inch  (392lbs) - $3,426.00 USD
        



  
    [{"id":43395049455843,"title":"Beige \/ 140 inch (340lbs)","option1":"Beige","option2":"140 inch (340lbs)","option3":null,"sku":"251926P7BE+251926P8BE+251926P9BE+251926P9BE","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":40883318358243,"product_id":7888043213027,"position":16,"created_at":"2024-02-25T22:27:43-08:00","updated_at":"2024-02-25T22:27:44-08:00","alt":null,"width":800,"height":800,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/1_b7c5da98-ea09-4458-b6ec-15f3ca5f968e.jpg?v=1708928864","variant_ids":[43395049455843]},"available":true,"name":"Feathers U-Sectional - Beige \/ 140 inch (340lbs)","public_title":"Beige \/ 140 inch (340lbs)","options":["Beige","140 inch (340lbs)"],"price":245000,"weight":177808,"compare_at_price":0,"inventory_management":null,"barcode":"","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":33499806761187,"position":17,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":800,"width":800,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/1_b7c5da98-ea09-4458-b6ec-15f3ca5f968e.jpg?v=1708928864"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[],"quantity_rule":{"min":1,"max":null,"increment":1}},{"id":43395049488611,"title":"Beige \/ 170 inch  (392lbs)","option1":"Beige","option2":"170 inch  (392lbs)","option3":null,"sku":"251926P7BE+251926P8BE+251926P9BE+251926P9BE+251926P9BE","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":40883318391011,"product_id":7888043213027,"position":17,"created_at":"2024-02-25T22:27:58-08:00","updated_at":"2024-02-25T22:27:59-08:00","alt":null,"width":800,"height":800,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/2_b0a39144-1a2e-4c9b-833c-761d2ebae589.jpg?v=1708928879","variant_ids":[43395049488611]},"available":true,"name":"Feathers U-Sectional - Beige \/ 170 inch  (392lbs)","public_title":"Beige \/ 170 inch  (392lbs)","options":["Beige","170 inch  (392lbs)"],"price":295000,"weight":236775,"compare_at_price":0,"inventory_management":null,"barcode":"","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":33499807908067,"position":18,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":800,"width":800,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/2_b0a39144-1a2e-4c9b-833c-761d2ebae589.jpg?v=1708928879"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[],"quantity_rule":{"min":1,"max":null,"increment":1}},{"id":44177221091555,"title":"Blue \/ 140 inch (340lbs)","option1":"Blue","option2":"140 inch (340lbs)","option3":null,"sku":"251926P7BU+251926P8BU+251926P9BU+251926P9BU","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":40458568302819,"product_id":7888043213027,"position":18,"created_at":"2023-11-28T22:26:00-08:00","updated_at":"2024-02-25T22:28:28-08:00","alt":null,"width":1000,"height":1000,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/P7_8_9_9_dcbd75da-894e-42de-aaa7-a053aaad0c62.jpg?v=1708928908","variant_ids":[44177221091555]},"available":true,"name":"Feathers U-Sectional - Blue \/ 140 inch (340lbs)","public_title":"Blue \/ 140 inch (340lbs)","options":["Blue","140 inch (340lbs)"],"price":300100,"weight":177808,"compare_at_price":0,"inventory_management":null,"barcode":"","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":33068181913827,"position":19,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":1000,"width":1000,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/P7_8_9_9_dcbd75da-894e-42de-aaa7-a053aaad0c62.jpg?v=1708928908"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[],"quantity_rule":{"min":1,"max":null,"increment":1}},{"id":44177221124323,"title":"Blue \/ 170 inch  (392lbs)","option1":"Blue","option2":"170 inch  (392lbs)","option3":null,"sku":"251926P7BU+251926P8BU+251926P9BU+251926P9BU+251926P9BU","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":40458569777379,"product_id":7888043213027,"position":19,"created_at":"2023-11-28T22:26:24-08:00","updated_at":"2024-02-25T22:28:28-08:00","alt":null,"width":1000,"height":1000,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/P7_8_9_9_9_369bc0f1-d7bd-4edd-b390-c05c89e8cc00.jpg?v=1708928908","variant_ids":[44177221124323]},"available":true,"name":"Feathers U-Sectional - Blue \/ 170 inch  (392lbs)","public_title":"Blue \/ 170 inch  (392lbs)","options":["Blue","170 inch  (392lbs)"],"price":342600,"weight":177808,"compare_at_price":0,"inventory_management":null,"barcode":"","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":33068183519459,"position":20,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":1000,"width":1000,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/P7_8_9_9_9_369bc0f1-d7bd-4edd-b390-c05c89e8cc00.jpg?v=1708928908"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[],"quantity_rule":{"min":1,"max":null,"increment":1}},{"id":44177221320931,"title":"Orange \/ 140 inch (340lbs)","option1":"Orange","option2":"140 inch (340lbs)","option3":null,"sku":"251926P7OR+251926P8OR+251926P9OR+251926P9OR","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":40458573316323,"product_id":7888043213027,"position":20,"created_at":"2023-11-28T22:27:07-08:00","updated_at":"2024-02-25T22:28:28-08:00","alt":null,"width":1000,"height":1000,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/P7_8_9_9_ffbbf8eb-380e-49e7-bef9-63c1069d85c8.jpg?v=1708928908","variant_ids":[44177221320931]},"available":true,"name":"Feathers U-Sectional - Orange \/ 140 inch (340lbs)","public_title":"Orange \/ 140 inch (340lbs)","options":["Orange","140 inch (340lbs)"],"price":300100,"weight":177808,"compare_at_price":0,"inventory_management":null,"barcode":"","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":33068186370275,"position":21,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":1000,"width":1000,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/P7_8_9_9_ffbbf8eb-380e-49e7-bef9-63c1069d85c8.jpg?v=1708928908"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[],"quantity_rule":{"min":1,"max":null,"increment":1}},{"id":44177221353699,"title":"Orange \/ 170 inch  (392lbs)","option1":"Orange","option2":"170 inch  (392lbs)","option3":null,"sku":"251926P7OR+251926P8OR+251926P9OR+251926P9OR+251926P9OR","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":40458572660963,"product_id":7888043213027,"position":21,"created_at":"2023-11-28T22:27:07-08:00","updated_at":"2024-02-25T22:28:28-08:00","alt":null,"width":1000,"height":1000,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/P7_8_9_9_9_e5c57193-2f3a-46a2-a4ae-e11c61fc633b.jpg?v=1708928908","variant_ids":[44177221353699]},"available":true,"name":"Feathers U-Sectional - Orange \/ 170 inch  (392lbs)","public_title":"Orange \/ 170 inch  (392lbs)","options":["Orange","170 inch  (392lbs)"],"price":342600,"weight":177808,"compare_at_price":0,"inventory_management":null,"barcode":"","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":33068186403043,"position":22,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":1000,"width":1000,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/P7_8_9_9_9_e5c57193-2f3a-46a2-a4ae-e11c61fc633b.jpg?v=1708928908"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[],"quantity_rule":{"min":1,"max":null,"increment":1}}]
  
  
    {"id":43395049455843,"title":"Beige \/ 140 inch (340lbs)","option1":"Beige","option2":"140 inch (340lbs)","option3":null,"sku":"251926P7BE+251926P8BE+251926P9BE+251926P9BE","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":40883318358243,"product_id":7888043213027,"position":16,"created_at":"2024-02-25T22:27:43-08:00","updated_at":"2024-02-25T22:27:44-08:00","alt":null,"width":800,"height":800,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/1_b7c5da98-ea09-4458-b6ec-15f3ca5f968e.jpg?v=1708928864","variant_ids":[43395049455843]},"available":true,"name":"Feathers U-Sectional - Beige \/ 140 inch (340lbs)","public_title":"Beige \/ 140 inch (340lbs)","options":["Beige","140 inch (340lbs)"],"price":245000,"weight":177808,"compare_at_price":0,"inventory_management":null,"barcode":"","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":33499806761187,"position":17,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":800,"width":800,"src":"\/\/25home.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/1_b7c5da98-ea09-4458-b6ec-15f3ca5f968e.jpg?v=1708928864"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[],"quantity_rule":{"min":1,"max":null,"increment":1}}
  
  




                      
                      

                      
                      
                      

 
           
  
    

       
      Lease to own
       
      Pay as low as
       
      $/week
    

  No Credit Required! Get Pre-Approved NOW!
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                        Kids Pets Friendly

                        30-Day Returns
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Among the original designs by 25Home, Feathers Sofa stands out as one of the most beloved modular sofas. Choose from a variety of materials and combinations for your modular reclining sofa, featuring wear-resistant, scratch-resistant fabric. Removable and machine-washable sofa covers ensure hassle-free cleaning and replacement. The high-density foam and fluffy feathers provide long-lasting relaxation in your favorite spot for decades to come.

 

Construction


	Style: Modern, Stylish, Minimalist
	Shaped: U-Shaped
	Color: Beige, Blue, Orange
	Wood Species: Larch Wood
	Material: Polyester
	Construction: Wood, Fabric, Foam
	Seat Cushion Composition: Beige: Foam, Feather, Blue, Orange: Foam, Poly Cotton


[image: ]


  


                      
                      

  
    Materials

  


  
    
      
                          
                          
	Fabric	Polyester
	Frame	 Larch Wood
	Filling	HD Foam+ Fluffy Feather


OEKO-TEX certified cover fabrics.[image: ]
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    Size Chart
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    Key Features
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    Care & Shipping

  


  
    
      
                          


                          













For Air Leather

	
Wipe down your furniture with a soft cloth or microfiber duster to remove dust and dirt particles that can accumulate over time.
	
Use a leather conditioner designed for synthetic materials every six months to maintain its appearance and prolong its lifespan.
	
Avoid direct sunlight for extended periods.
	
If you spill something on your air leather furniture, clean it up right away with a dry, clean cloth.
	
Fluff feather and down cushions to maintain their loft.
	
Do not leave items that may transfer color on top of fabric cushions (e.g. newspaper).


For Fabric

	
Vacuum regularly to remove dust from the fabric
	
Rotate cushions regularly
	
Fluff feather and down cushions to maintain their loft
	
Avoid direct sunlight for extended periods
	
When cleaning a spill or stain, avoid using water. We recommend keeping water-free cleaning solvents handy for these situations.
	
Attend to stains as soon as possible. Blot spills with a clean, dry, white cloth. Work from the outer edge to the center of the spot
	
Do not leave items that may transfer color on top of fabric cushions (e.g. newspaper)


For Leather

	
Dust leather regularly with a soft, dry cloth.
	
Use a leather conditioner
	
Avoid direct sunlight for extended periods
	
Attend to stains as soon as possible. Blot spills with a clean, dry, white cloth. Work from the outer edge to the center of the spot.
	
Use a light amount of distilled water for water-based spills
	
Blot oil-based spills; never using water
	
Color variation and wrinkles are natural in leather products
	
Fluff feather and down cushions to maintain their loft
	
Do not leave items that may transfer color on top of leather cushions (e.g. newspaper)


For Marble

	
Wipe clean with a soft, dry cloth, avoiding any harsh household cleaners or chemicals that may damage the finish.




For Your Consideration

	
For Size: All our furniture is manually measured from each piece’s widest or tallest points. The size of each product might have a minor difference of 2-3cm, the actual product shall prevail, we wish your understanding. 


	
For Color: Due to different cameras, different monitors, different production batches and everyone's different understanding of color, it is normal that there is a slight color difference between the picture and our furniture in real. If other colors are customized, returns are not supported for not a quality problem.






                        
    
  


          
        
    
    
      
        
        
          Feathers U-Sectional
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              Add to cart
            
          
        

      

    

  




  
     Dimensions

    
      
        
          
140 inch (340lbs)170 inch  (392lbs)
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Equilibrium Comfort
We select the premium foam and feathers as the inside filling of the Feathers Sofa. 1 layer of sponge and 1 layer of feathers is the best ratio we find after thousands of experiments, making Feathers Loveseat bouncy enough to support your body and soft enough to let you sink into. It's softer than 87.3% of the sofas on the market. Feathers down filling outclasses synthetic or polyester foam alternatives in terms of all-weather comfort, durability, breathability, luxurious aesthetic, and an unsurpassed soft, cloud-like cushioned feel.




  







  Removable and Washable Covers
Feathers Sofa combines style with practicality, featuring removable and washable covers for effortless maintenance. The machine washable covers ensure long-lasting freshness. Enjoy both style and practicality with the thoughtful design of the Feathers Sofa.
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UNIQUE STURDY&BOUNCE
Incorporating Suspension Serpentine Springs, 6-way Elastic Support, and Terylene Mesh for enhanced durability and comfort. From the chrome-plated iron latch to the wood frame, every part of our furniture is well-chosen for durability. The maximum weight capacity is 500 pounds per seat.




  







  Modular design
The Feathers Sofa Series introduces a versatile modular design, catering to various preferences with options like loveseats, 4-seater sofas, 6-seater sofas, L-shaped sectionals, and U-shaped sectionals. Embrace customizable arrangements that effortlessly adapt to your living spaces, ensuring both flexibility and style in every configuration of the Feathers Sofa.
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Diverse Colors and Fabrics
Choose from 9 stylish colors and 4 fabrics to find the perfect match for your home's decor. From rich bold tones to airy neutrals, our spectrum of shade options, combined with a variety of fabrics, ensures there’s a Feathers Sofa to complement your taste and space. We offer free swatches, allowing you to experience the diverse fabrics firsthand before making your choice.




  







  OEKO-TEX Certified
Prioritize your health and the environment with our OEKO-TEX certified cover fabrics. Free from "forever chemicals," toxic flame retardants, formaldehyde, and harmful components, our covers offer a safe and eco-friendly choice.
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10-15 Minutes Assembly
Experience the ease of assembly with Feathers Sofa's innovative design, featuring convenient buckle connections. With just a 'click,' our special toggle latch design ensures furniture assembly is as effortless as building with LEGO blocks. Enjoy the freedom of effortless setup, freeing your hands for a more enjoyable experience. In just 10-15 minutes, you can have your Feathers Sofa fully assembled.




  







  VERSATILE SOFA LEGS
Free Sofa Legs Included! The feathers sofa legs come with 2 installation options: flush with the ground or 3inches above the ground, providing convenience for using a robotic vacuum cleaner and other tools for easy cleaning.
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Unique Sturdy&Built to Last Over a Decade
Our Feathers Sofa provides up to 10 years of unwavering comfort and support thanks to its premium materials and expert craftsmanship. From the chrome-plated iron latch to the wood frame, every part of our furniture is well-chosen for durability. The maximum weight capacity is 500 pounds per seat.




  









      
        Frequently Asked Questions

        Still having questions? Visit our FAQs or Contact Us.

      

      
                
                  
                    
                    What is Feathers Sofa?
                    +
                  
                  
                    
                      The design philosophy of this Feathers Sofa emphasizes comfort and luxury. It features feather filling for a soft and relaxed sitting experience. Its modular design allows it to adapt to various spaces and requirements. This sofa prioritizes comfort, flexibility, and a sense of luxury.

                    

                  

                

            

                
                  
                    
                    What is a modular sofa?
                    +
                  
                  
                    
                      A modular sofa is a type of sofa composed of individual seat components or modules that can be arranged to create various seating configurations, such as a loveseat, L-shaped sectional, and U-shaped sectional, among others. These modules typically include corner units, armless chairs, ottomans, and chaise lounges, allowing you to assemble them in different ways to meet your living spaces and seating requirements. Shop all our Feathers modular designs.

                    

                  

                

            

                
                  
                    
                    What color and fabric options are available for the sofa?
                    +
                  
                  
                    
                      Our sofa is offered in a variety of colors, including beige, gray, light gray, dark gray, white, black, brown, and camel. Additionally, you can customize the sofa with different fabrics such as polyester, air leather, linen, and boucle. These color and fabric choices provide flexibility to match your sofa with your home decor and personal style while considering comfort and aesthetics.

                    

                  

                

            

                
                  
                    
                    Can I customize the sofa?
                    +
                  
                  
                    
                      Yes, our sofa can be customized to match your specific preferences. You can choose custom dimensions, colors, or fabrics to better meet your needs. For more details, please contact our customer service team.

                    

                  

                

            

                
                  
                    
                    Can I apply a code along with other discount codes?
                    +
                  
                  
                    
                      No, only one code could be applied for per order. 

                    

                  

                

            

                
                  
                    
                    Is this sofa easy to clean?
                    +
                  
                  
                    
                      Yes, our sofa is designed for easy maintenance. Sofa covers are designed to be removable and machine washable, making maintenance and cleaning convenient.

                    

                  

                

            

                
                  
                    
                    Do you offer matching furniture pieces?
                    +
                  
                  
                    
                      Absolutely, we provide complementary furniture pieces like sofa covers, TV stands, coffee tables, and side tables. You can select additional furniture items to complete your home decor.

                    

                  

                

            

                
                  
                    
                    What are the sofa's dimensions?
                    +
                  
                  
                    
                      The sofa's dimensions vary based on the chosen configuration. Please refer to our product page for detailed size information to ensure it fits your space.

                    

                  

                

            

                
                  
                    
                    Is there a warranty for the sofa?
                    +
                  
                  
                    
                      Yes, we offer a limited product warranty for a specific period. Check our product page or contact our customer service for detailed warranty information.

                    

                  

                

            

                
                  
                    
                    What is the Lowest Price tag?
                    +
                  
                  
                    
                      The "Lowest Price" tag indicates that this product is currently available at its historical lowest price. This offer is a limited-time promotion, and products with this tag are not eligible for any additional discounts or promotions.
The specified items of Feathers Sofa & Pad Sofa are currently participating in this limited-time offer. Hurry up and enjoy shopping!
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      We built 25Home on the philosophy of transcending limits to create something exceptional. They infused this ethos into every facet of the business, including the name - 25Home conveys the vision of furniture that transforms a house into a welcoming space where time seems to expand, allowing you to savor life's meaningful moments.
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